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in the 10th and 18th City Alderman districts, all Eastern European 
and a recently integrated black and white working class district. 
Simultaneously, the National Knights of the Klan, headed by 
James Venerable, announced autoworker Dale Reusch of Lodi, Ohio 
as their 1976 Presidential candidate because "no one had the guts 
to stand up to Rockefeller," while opening their membership up to 
Catholics and tmmigrants. The major CIA sewer press and media 
gave extensive coverage to Rockefeller's polishing of these psy
chotics and semi-psychotics fo'r public consumption. 

BRITISH FASCIST-IN-TRAINING CALLS FOR 
LABOR RELOCATION, PRODUCTIVITY HIKES 

Dec. 16 (IPS) --Sir Keith Joseph, leading cC>lltender for the lead
ership of Britain's Opposition Conservative Party, told a de
moralized British working class yesterday that British industry's 
problem is that it is severely "over-manned." For British work
ers this can only be a sick joke as they, like wor�ers through
out Western industrialized nations, face short-term work and 
massive unemployment. 

Joseph was advocating a" serious plan for the relocation of 
labor. He said, "It would be better all round if fewer men using 
more investment could produce greater output for higher earnings, 
while the redeployed men were transferred so as 'to meet wants not 
now satisfied to other work." 

Joseph continued, "Job security, in the sense of the men 
being guaranteed continuous work at the same job in the same 
place, even the same department and at rising wages, is the enemy 
of long-run full employment and rising living standards. 

"The working population must choose between narrow illusory 
job security in one place propped up by public funds or the real 
job security based on the prosperous dynamic economy." 

Joseph is pushing his "progressive"--social fascist--ideas 
at a time when there is a universal call for a more efficient 
use of labor as a way of' paying off British industry's debts to 
Rockefeller. 

' 

Joseph is 'not a newcomer to Rockefeller-style fascism with 
a democratic face. During the election this fall, Joseph pushed 
the economic line of Britain's leading fascist Enoch Powell, 
while Powell concentrated on regaining a seat in Parliament. 

More recently, Joseph called for mandatory birth control 
for "lower social groups" in Britain as a way of stopping the 
spread of more degeneracy--dissolution of the British stock--
by the poor, unemployed, unwed mothers, etc. His comments caused 
much moral indignation, but more than one commentator has since 
lamented the hysterical reception his ideas received at the time, 
given the current vacuum of real leadership in British government. 
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